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Manual for oshen smart watches
Very user friendly, intuitive and provides a lot of easy to understand health data. It has graphs and reports, hourly, daily, monthly, statistics, etc...In addition, tou can change some settings for the watch from the app, and set specific days of the week alarms and reminders. So, for a fairly
inexpensive smart watch, it is a great deal to get all this information summarized in this app. Also, the Bluetooth communication is perfect. The watch and phone stay connected and have no problem reconnecting if they were separated. The bad: the synchronization between the watch and
the app is not working properly. The watch data pushed to the app is not always correct and the app sending the new settings or alarms for the watch are not always acknowledged by the watch. In clear, here are two examples:1- I set an alarm from the app, sync data with the watch and
50% of the time, the alarm won’t go off and if I check the alarm again on the app, it is erased.2- I walked 9000 steps today and when I sync, the app tells me I did only 3000. Then I sync it again with the watch and it gives the right 9000 steps. 3- the sleep monitor data from the watch really
can be transferred to the app, which super frustrating, because sleep is important for me and I like to monitor it through the week. These are bugs which should be addressed, because this app has a LOT of potential, over wise. Thanks. By David Wulff May 25 2021 Was able to charge the
watch and no problem pairing the app to the watch. It appears to keep accurate steps as I checked it with my Fitbit. The problem I have is that the watch will reset itself once or twice a day. I just want to know how to stop this. By Teresa Jacobs May 23 2021 Absolute piece of c**p! Only
purchased the watch 3 months ago and it needs charging every day and once on charge is loses it's connection to my smartphone and trying to reconnect is a nightmare! After just spending best part of 30 minutes trying to reconnect I took the satisfaction is smashing the watch to pieces worth every penny just to do that! The operating "instructions" that came with the device were too small to read and badly written - again, worthless. By Diane Hill May 16 2021 This piece of garbage has not worked right since day 1 and I purchased 4 of them so I could gift three. Needless to
say I won’t be doing that. It won’t connect to ANY of FitPro’s apps, it now says it is disconnected and nothing I’ve been able to do has “reconnected”it. I have reached out on their “feedback” and the only response has ever been “to be processed”. I now assume that means in the next
century……maybe. Do NOT waste your money on these crooks, I promise you will regret it!!!!! By Howard Ashton May 11 2021 I was given this watch 6 months ago as a gift ,the plastic fitting for strap has broken so I cannot use it extremely disappointed. I cant charge my watch ...i have
only charged it once and the next time it has just stopped By John Q Consumer Apr 28 2021 Stud on band broke. Cannot find replacement for LH719.Face is so scratched, can't see display. By Nelson Dicksonth Apr 24 2021 This Fit pro is absolute ceap. Worked initially but quickly
developed issues around screen pixels then charging requires very few hours. Tonight the strap rivet broke off. Only had it for 5 days. Absolute rubbish RIP off. Poor seniors thinking it's there to detect health issues. Money down the drain. By jesse terrazas Apr 22 2021 Bought one for my
wife. Should have rolled down window and let money fly out. Does not hold battery charge and not able to set up and receive messages. Do not recommend! By Paul Barnett Apr 21 2021 Time keeps changing and is not accurate. Step counter is incorrect. Strap broken and cannot be
replaced. Face easily scratched. Blood Pressure readings way out compared with doctors. Needs regular charging. Otherwise probably fit to put in kids Christmas crackers. Never worth price paid. By Lloyd Zook Apr 14 2021 Fitpro watch LH719 band broke, Where can I buy a replacement
By Réjane Majewski Apr 13 2021 I bought 2 smart watches, one for myself and one for a friend . I was able to charge the battery once on my watch but was never able to recharge it . My friend was never able to charge his .What do I do now .This has cost me over 100.00$ Was I really
taken for a sucker? Réjane Majewski By George Lafferty Apr 10 2021 My watch will not hold a charge. Just started yesterday after 4 months of ownership. Also, blood pressure is reasonably accurate when cross checked with other devices but the heart pulse monitor is not even close. By
Terry Hunter Apr 03 2021 I purchased 3 of your watches and trying to set mine up before gifting the other 2. I have tried three times and does not do what it is supposed to do, also I need it to not be in 24 hour time. Therefore Iwould like to return them as they are not what you advertised.
Wish I had read these reviews before purchasing. Trying to get to their support pages is a 404. Obviously they produced junk, marketed it like crazy and sold a lot. And when the problems started showing up.... Poof! The disappearing act. U did not include detailed instructions for
EVERYTHING ON THE LH719 Smartwatch.How do hook up the music to the smartwatch. By Himanshu Nishad Mar 24 2021 In fitpro app my watch not connect h By Mandy Jones Mar 19 2021 Having bought my Fit Pro watch the only metal part of the strap a metal stud to do it up broke in
first week, metal fatigue, I naturally emailed customer support some 4 times in fact. One Customer support email told me it was over the 30 days it was not, I asked if I could purchase a new watch strap, this took 4 emails to get an answer you cannot, you have to buy a new watch. Such a
shame, great idea, the app worked well for me. After being disappointed, I have managed through a company called Wish to buy another strap. I cannot believe Fit Pro could not supply another strap I was quite happy to pay for this. The Customer Service was appalling! I am not sure I
would buy again. By Juanita Young Mar 18 2021 By Lois Senger Mar 06 2021 Total piece of shit. I wish I had read the reviews before buying this and I actually bought 1 for my sister but there's no way to get my money back because they were listed as being free and only pay shipping.
They are going in the garbage today By Sean Maxwell Feb 26 2021 It took me ages to get it to work with the app. You have to go to the Set menu at the bottom, and then pair it through the app. The setting says "bind" while the smart band is good the fitpro app itself is totally hopeless, it
constantly disconnects from device and refuses to reconnect. Complete waste of time this app...... Reading all these comments, as it was charging up, I was expecting it not to work or pair with my iPhone, but it has done. Follow guides on YouTube for setup. FitPro should really put out its
own official guide to set up! I haven’t got it all to work yet, but the time is syncing, Bluetooth connected. It is cheap, so wasn’t expecting much. But counting steps taken, kcal burnt. Amazingly it works! Reading all these comments, as it was charging up, I was expecting it not to work or pair
with my iPhone, but it has done. Follow guides on YouTube for setup. FitPro should really put out its own official guide to set up! I haven’t got it all to work yet, but the time is syncing, Bluetooth connected. It is cheap, so wasn’t expecting much. Worst purchase I ever made and unfortunately
I bought some for friends One would not charge right from the beginning. The other is already scratched and not accurate either. Customer support most unhelpful since they want to charge extra for help from an electronics support. Worst device ever. What waste of money!!!! Don’t buy it
please. Watch does not record accurate pulse therefore I can't see it recording an accurate blood pressure. This watch is the nothing but garbage, mine lasted 4 days, the screen scratched in 2hours. Don't buy it, it's a scam, no one from this mob will email me, this is the 8th time, and I don't
expect an answer, DON'T BUY THIS RUBBISH, IT'S A SCAM I have a FitPro LH719 which I am generally satisfied with(My wife has the equivalent FitBit model which costs twice as much but has the same set of features.) However I am unable to wear it now because the fastener stud in
the wrist strap has sheared into two pieces and is irrepairable. Can I get another stud or replacement wristband and if so from where? Thank you Brian Purchased Getsfit watch after seeing an ad on New Daily website. Managed to sync watch to Fitpro app but battery only lasted approx 7-8
hours using only the bare minimum use of functions..... Contacted Getsfitwatch website after only a week to get my money back under guarantee and after some emails back and forth the contact person said I could return the watch to LITHUANIA even tho it was posted from Alexandria
NSW. As the cost to return watch to Lithuania would be over A$30 I wasn't going to throw good money after bad. My experience makes me think that the 30 day 100% money back Guarantee is not worth the paper it's written on so beware!! By JAMES RAFFERTY Feb 06 2021 Charged
once. Would not charge second time ? Checked second watch for blood pressure which showed low ? At the same time checked my blood pressure on my upper arm which showed high ! By Rob Douglas Feb 06 2021 This is a total scam. I was initially screwed on the price of it. I made
them refund the additional charges. The phone arrived. It is a piece of garbage. It will not connect with my phone. With that, the damn thing can't even get the correct time let alone doing anything "smart"! I will never buy anything from this company ever again. By Raymond Cackett Feb 02
2021 This company www.getfitswatch.com and all their wonderful adverts and 30day guarantee money back etc. Firstly they are based in either Dubai or Lithuania and the phone no. they supply belongs to a lady in Canada and she is constantly getting calls about the watch that she has
nothing to do with. Lastly if click on the link for customer support. Look carefully as when it goes into your email address line this is what shows up. :[email protected] note the two little dots before support. the message you send then comes back as undeliverable, very crafty! I ordered one of
these watches and got billed for two when i received notification i contacted customer support to tell them about the error I got no reply! A day later i got an invoice to say I had paid for two watches with lifetime warranty which was an extra and checked my credit card which had been debited
by £129.95. After a week the watches arrived so I thought i would see if they worked. the instruction book which is about an inch and a half square the writing is so small you need a magnifying glass to read! Firstly I charged the watch while trying to read the instructions. After half an hour I
turned the watch on and the managed to pair it with my smartphone Samsung S20+ 5g. I then downloaded the Fitpro app. This is when the problems started the watch would connect with the app. each time i tried the app kept saying the watch was disconnected. when i went to settings on
the phone bluetooth said it was connected! I gave up after an hour frustrated and fed up. I then sent an email to [email protected] and eventually got a reply from a chap called Nyle Reyes who asked for a picture of the watches and packaging and asked why i wanted to return the watches
which i duly supplied. He said someone would get back to me. I had asked for an RMA number and the address where to send the watches back to. Five days later i got another email from the same chap asking exactly the same questions which i again supplied then again nothing he even
told me I did not need an RMA no, just return the watches and keep a note of the reference no. but he still didn't give me the return address, idiot. I have lost count of the number of emails I have sent and today I received another email telling me I was a valued customer and someone would
contact me with further details. I wont hold my breath. The company should be closed down they are pathetic! By Kamari Davis Feb 01 2021 I got this watch as a birthday present two days ago. It was fine for ONE day only. It wouldn't connect to the smartphone. The first time it charged fine.
the second time: no look. Normally it vobrates when the USB charger is connected to the watch. But it didn't do anything. Do NOT buy this watch. you are best getting a different one. Do not get a FitPro. They are useless and a scam. Even the company have made a posthl here saying that
they are npt even legit. I ordered this FitPro watch and it arrived in about a week. Downloaded the crap I mean app and everything was great...... for about 4 days. Now it will not charge.... anywhere. I should’ve read these reviews first because I would’ve saved my money and my time. DO
NOT PURCHASE THIS WATCH!!! Be Blessed and be safe everyone. Have followed instructiin watch came with 01%01/2019 date can not get date changed or the BP or any. Part of it to work. Find the screen hust no instruction in how to set any part to start working How do I scan the code.
I did take picture with my phone By C. Kadiddlehopper Jan 24 2021 And I thought I'd save a few bucks on getting and keeping myself "fit". Scanned the QR code to get the app to download to my Android phone & WALAH!...Instructions entirely in what appears to be Chinese. I probably
could figure from the selection options on how to get the app...BUT...There is no way in this world that I am going to click on ANYTHING that I can"t even read! So...whether the thing will work or not is not something I am going to risk my information getting compromised by ignorantly
allowing any further being victimized by this bogus outfit! Buyer beware!!! By Graham Chaplin Jan 21 2021 The step counter on watch says zero worked for about a month constantly says not connected to phone This watch is not a scam. You do need to use Fitpro as the app. Wearfit is not
a good choice, its buggy, and it really didn't connect to all the feature. Fitpro not only established a quick Connection, but all the features work. When I receive a call, it appears on the watch face, same for txt messages. You get a small vibration with the alert. The steps,sleep, and all other
features work without problems. The only this I don't like is the buttery does drain fast. It doesn't last 10 days, it seems to last maybe 3 to 4 days. have had the watch for 3 mos +. connected by bluetooth with out problem. Good read outs and accurate time. worked in the shower and charged
fine. Today it stopped charging. cant charge it anywhere. By Diane deruchie Jan 16 2021 Downloaded the app but can’t sink the watch to app. It always says Devise disconnected, and I can’t figure out how to get it connected. I tried shutting down the app, and opening it again, and even
uninstalled it and re downloaded it but nothing works. I got mine today. I have successfully paired it. It now works for me. Though it is not easy to configure, I managed to do it. I even took a picture in my phone using the watch itself. By ROB PHILLIPS Jan 13 2021 Purchased this watch after
about a month it finally arrived, only to find that there was no wristband included, there is a space in the moulded liner for it, but none to be found, haven’t tried to set it up yet, not pleased with the quality, waiting to see if I get a response about wristband, after reading all the horrendous
reviews for this watch, beginning to think it is a total waste of time and money By Sherry L cook Jan 09 2021 I didnt even order this product as a gift but some how this was what i received..it took a month and 5 days to arrive. part of the issue is where the braclet i ordered had no details
where it was coming from or i never would of ordered since a CHINA BASED COMPANY. SECONDLY WITH THIS PRODUCT no directions sent on how to charge ect. thirdly product worked 2days battery went dead and wont charge again.when contacting for refund or retun an fully refund
NOPE YOUR NOT GETTING IT.and they expect you customer to pay for the return at your cost. and offer you 12 dollars back ..fitpro is a joke I WILL BE MAKING BAD REVIEWS ON THIS PRODUCT EVERY SINGLE TIME I SEE AN AD FOR THIS PIECE OF CRAP PLASTIC BAND. IT
WOULD OF BEEN EASIER TO JUST FLUSH THE MONEY DOWN THE TOILET, CAUSE EITHER WAY YOUR SCREWED OUT OF MONEY. Will not connect, I bought 3 if these pointless watches and have been totally ripped off, total piece of junk By shawkat ali Jan 02 2021 WHAT A
TIE WASTER.!!! Googled all over, gnashing teeth, feeling dumb, thought it was me who was not getting it. Well, some success, I charged it. It being a fitbit type of watch call SMART BRACELET. But not much beyond that. In the end I realize I have been had. The scam, in my mind, soes
somethibg like this. The people who are operating this scam ring first get QR reject watches from the company that makes these watches, Fitbit knock-offs. They then offer the watches at a very low price, they got them at near 0 price, so anything over 0, is infinite return. I don't know if they
have RETURN policy, but you think tice about returning as the return cost is not worth the expense and time. Those that get returned, whether Fitbit Return, or knock-off return, get recycled to bigger and later fools. Almost all the reviews tell the same story. The one or two who claim that
they have the smart watch working, please step up and explain in detial how you got the smart watch to work. My android phoneS do not even see the smart watch bluetooth device. The best I have achieved so far is to reset all data to zero. Waiting for midnight to come around and do a
reset, At least it will tell the time. That is how Smart this watch is! By Dave Harrington Dec 31 2020 Bought Fitpro watch band charges okay, software works but will not pair to phone tried android and iOS, waste of time. To return band costs as much as refund, scam I actually watched the
videos on u tube and after reading the reviews here on the page, was skeptical whether the watch would work after buying it, I am happily able to say I've managed to match the link to my phone and it links properly and it will receive a message text which is cool does go into bm and fat
burning pages, I changed the photo on front screen and it's kept the time fine, I can charge the watch fully before use in a socket charger make sure the pins gold match, then download the fitpro app enable all the slots for facebook and WhatsApp and other right down get the app to search
scan your phone via Bluetooth and it will connect mine did so have no issues send yourself a text to yourself go in message area double press to find your message u sent logs last message on screen it seems OK u cannot reply to messages but it will receive notifications from anyone
messaging u so handy watch I'm happy with it, I ordered 2 of them so I love the colour pink and got black for my other family member and nice looks comfy to wear Like all Mentioned Fitpro smart watch is a Fraud..I purchased it last week and found the quality of Watch is very cheap. There
is no response from Fitpro. The email id shared is also fake " [email protected]"..Please dont buy it. By David Kettle Dec 27 2020 Won't charge ,won't switch on waste of money The reviews are supposed to be for the app, not a watch that uses it. Mine works just fine. Charged it using the
USB inside the strap, just plugged it into a USB socket (the right way around). Paired perfectly with my cheap Chinese 4 year old Android phone. Needs wireless and bluetooth on. No watch can measure blood pressure, it is scientifically impossible, it therefore calculates it. Haven't got sleep
monitor to work yet. Heart rate is fairly accurate. Phones are not medical devices, nor are watches. I brought my watch with so much money and now I can't pair it???¿??¿?¿how useless. By David Manger Dec 04 2020 I have tried and tried again,watched Youtube on how to connect my
watch with the app on my mobile. I've given up as it has been impossible on looking at the reviews seems I've joined a long list of people with the same problem. By John C Edwards Dec 03 2020 This is the biggest scam ever. Totally worthless. Tried to chat with customer service over
problem with Oshen watch not working. Got referred to a lawyer group which wanted to charge me $5 for advice. Turns out they had nothing to do with Oshen watch By Joseph Trio Nov 29 2020 Just like everyone else states this smart watch does not pair,Bluetooth, connect whatever you’d
like to call it. In my opinion it’s a subpar piece of useless plastic.I managed to charge mine unlike some people that couldn’t figure it out it came on and displayed time and toggled through the different functions, but I couldn’t figure out how to even set the time because the lcd shuts off within
5 seconds.. there are no buttons it’s all touch activated. The instructions are designed to look like instructions but they just give you very minimal direction. I downloaded the fit pro app and that was unable to connect as well. This is a scam. I did a review on the USPS and it said I’d get a free
gift.. I thought maybe forever stamps or free bubble wrap but they give you a list of gifts and one was this smart watch that gives you BP and counts your steps and so on..I later found out there was no free gift it was just a free 14 day trial so I called to cancel and they cut the price down to
$36 so I said ok I’ll try it.. so they ended up sending me the watch and Bluetooth earbuds that aren’t worth $10 bucks and I never asked for them but they figure to re-scam the scam. So I will be calling them tomorrow and I’ll be calling the USPS and make them aware that there name is
being used to scam folks, I’m a disabled senior citizen and I have nothing but time to pursue this, I’ll call the AG as well these people are thiefs thanks for reading my rant By Michelle Howell Nov 26 2020 Listen you bunch of whiners it plus into the wall charger only make sure it's in right
secondly for the price you can go wrong 3rdly I thinks it is great Thanks stop bitching and download the fitpro app on the app store Purchased 2 of these Fitpro watches l charged per instructions, loaded the fitpro app on my smart phone per instructions after 25 attempts to pair the watch
with smart phone l gave up the will to live!!! Whilst trying to fasten the watch to my wrist the underside of the pin pinched my skin poor design to say the least. The BP readings were showing very low which didn't correlate with my own taken on a sphygmomanometer. Heart rate on the watch
was indicating l had a heart rate of 70bpm this was also incorrect my normal heart rate is 50bpm. I found this watch in my view is not fit for purpose. I have contacted the company and requested my money back they have replied giving me ways to download onto the web site, it looks like
they are not going to honour their RETURNS POLICY 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Email address of company getfitswatch.com For anyone who hasn't got the company address. Good luck, Retired Paramedic By Don Springer Nov 21 2020 I agree with all the negative reviews on
my Smart Health Watch. It looks like an amazing watch until I try to sync it with my smartphone. I want my money back. What is the refund process? By Hugo Farnsworth Nov 18 2020 Fitpro is an app used by several fraudulent watches. Among them are cardio and oshenwatch. Both of
these watches will give you made up numbers that look healthy. I placed the watch on my coffee table, activated the scan function from the phone and after it was done I ended up with healthy readings for for my blood oxygen blood pressure and pulse. Each time I pressed the button I got
"readings" that would be healthy for an adult. I am glad that my wooden coffee table is just as healthy as I am! These watches are a rip-off and people that trust them for their health are placing themselves in danger because of the fake readings! I was able to return my oshenwatch after
dozens of emails and 4 months of time wasted with customer service people that don't know that they're selling garbage. I bought this junk called smart watch online from some Delhi based company, pk collections. First of all the watch looks cheap quality n second, it didn't start at all. When
I tried to contact them, none of the numbers are valid and no response for email. It didn't start even after charging. It is simple waste of money. Feeling cheated. After seeing all the reviews I now realise that this is a big scam going online. Beware. Not at all happy with app performance.
Weekly best steps do not match what is recorded on the watch - which is correct and regularly need to log out and re-login to get data to update. Have left three comments/questions on the feedback page - still awaiting responses to all questions . What kind of customer service is this ????
It’s dreadful !!!!! What a piece of junk. pin broke on band and customer service won't help me, says It is more than a month old. Penny repair???? went to doctor and had BP taken twice by nurse and did the fit pro at same time NOT even close. Way low???? This stupid thing needs to be
charged every day . Doesn't like the App have to reinstall my info and change from metrics to ours all the time. JUNK
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